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GUIDED WALKING & CYCLING

           GUIDED SPECIAL INTEREST

           SELF-GUIDED WALKING & CYCLING

SIGHTSEEING & CITY BREAKS

           TOURS & EXCURSIONS

ACTIVITIES

           HOTELS

AIRPORT TRANSFERS

FIT & BESPOKE SERVICES

Legendary Adventure is your on the ground professional DMC in 
Portugal. Browse our great list of Tours, which are ready to 
adjust to your brand’s needs.

Legendary Adventure is a DMC specialised in walking, cycling, 
birdwatching and cultural tours in Portugal and Spain.

We organise individual and group tours in Portugal, 
according to your requirements.

For us it’s key the full control of the operation, so all our 
products are designed, implemented and run by our team, 
to ensure that the tours run smoothly and in a relaxed, 
enjoyable manner.



Your client arrives as a tourist... 
and leaves as a local! 
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LIST OF TOURS 

The Algarve Way

The Vicentina Coast

The Best Of The West Algarve  

The Best Of The East Algarve 

Tavira & The Real Algarve 12 Days 

Cycling The East Algarve 

Aspects Of Alentejo 11 Days

Alentejo - Gastronomy & Wines

British Heritage In Alentejo

Lisbon & Porto - Great Cities Tour

The Knights Templars Heritage

Serra Da Estrela Natural Park

Central Portugal & Serra Da Estrela

Magical Douro 15 Days

Exploring The Douro Valley

Santiago's Way By The Coast

The Portuguese Santiago's Way

The Hidden Rivers Of North Portugal

Portugal’s Costa Verde

The Great Rivers Of Vinho Verde

Gerês Natural Beauty

Portugal’s Hidden Wilderness

Madeira, Atlantic Emerald 8 & 15 Days
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Birdwatching In Algarve 5 Days

Birdwatching In Algarve & Alentejo

Train Tour Portugal 15 Days

Train Tour - South

Train Tour - North

Holistic Meditation Holidays

Family Adventure In Tavira

 Multi Activity Tour In Gerês

Tennis Holidays In Algarve

Self-guided Tavira

Self-guided Cycle Tavira

Self-guided Lagos

Self-guided Carvoeiro

Self-guided Portimão

Self-guided Porto  

Sightseeing Tennis BeachWellness Family Cruise/Water Act. Train TourFood&Wine HeritageBirdwatchingCycling TourWalking Tour



Po�uguese hospitality, 
 and...

tasty cuisine

!
good wine 

Highlights �ALL 
our tours : 

Our professional local guides take care of all the 
details and ensure a safe and pleasant experience 
for all.

We truly believe that our tours are among the best 
outdoor adventure experiences you will find in 
Portugal!

guided
tours



THE VICENTINA COAST
WALKING & CULTURAL TOUR

The Rota Vicentina is a long-distance path in 
SW Portugal, between the city of Santiago do 
Cacém and the Cape of St. Vincent. 

The 340 km route forms part of the European 
footpath network and mixes inland and 
coastal walking along one of the most 
beautiful and best-preserved coast lines of 
southern Europe. It is a rewarding way of 
seeing the real Alentejo and Algarve regions 
of Portugal. 

8 DAYS

THE ALGARVE WAY
WALKING & CULTURAL TOUR
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Walking Nature Heritage ModerateFood&Wine

The Algarve Way is an epic tour - it stands 
comparison with the best of the long-distance 
walks in Europe, with the advantage that the 
weather is usually more pleasant! 

The route stretches from the Spanish border 
and pushes west towards Sagres. It is a 
rewarding way of seeing the real Algarve on 
unforgettable routes full of tradition, culture 
and nature. 

8 DAYS

Walking Nature Sightseeing ModerateFood&Wine

Sightseeing



The Western Algarve has a varied geology 
that helps produce a rich diversity of scenery, 
from granitic mountains to dramatic 
limestone escarpments and sea cliffs. 

This diversity is complemented by the local 
flora and fauna that flourish in the mild, 
sunny winters and long, hot summers. This 
combination makes walking here fascinating. 

8 DAYS

A walking break in the East Algarve, with 
excursions in Natural Reserves, like the Ria 
Formosa, and beautiful landscapes.

A spectacular mix of walks in this beautiful 
land,  both in the interior and along the coast. 

Our base is Tavira, a charming picturesque 
city, full of tradition.

8 DAYS

THE BEST OF THE 
WEST ALGARVE 
WALKING & CULTURAL TOUR

THE BEST OF THE 
EAST ALGARVE
WALKING & CULTURAL TOUR
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Walking Nature Heritage ModerateFood&WineSightseeing

Walking Nature Heritage ModerateFood&WineSightseeing



Tavira is an ancient Moorish town that has 
retained its unique character and heritage. 

Beautiful empty beaches that seem to go on 
forever. Fields of orange trees, hills of fig and 
almond trees and houses with dazzling 
whitewashed walls and distinctive chimneys 
decorated to resemble fine tracery of lace. 

And, last of all, the great open spaces. 

12 DAYS

This cycling holiday is like a banquet for your 
senses as you experience the breathtaking 
landscapes of East Algarve. 

Inland, it is possible to meander for miles 
through enchanted valleys, hear birdsong, 
see few people and find peace.

8 DAYS

THE EAST ALGARVE
CYCLING & CULTURAL TOUR

TAVIRA & 
THE REAL ALGARVE 
WALKING & CULTURAL TOUR
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Easy/Leisurly

Cycling Nature Sightseeing ModerateFood&Wine

Walking Nature Heritage Food&WineSightseeing



This is a spectacular tour showing us three 
very different facets of the remarkable region 
of Alentejo and it takes us to the most ancient 
vestiges of our history and heritage.

The Alentejo is a warm, dry, mostly gentle 
region north of the Algarve that has been 
ignored by all but a few - it’s a destination to 
discover, full of history, tradition and lovely 
landscapes. 

11 DAYS

This tour is all about great walks and enjoying 
great food and wine. 

Some days we'll learn secrets from the chefs, 
on other days we visit wine estates and 
discover Medieval villages and heritage sites.

 Alentejo is a region with open horizons, 
perfect for walking and experiencing an 
unforgettable adventure.

8 DAYS

ASPECTS OF ALENTEJO 
WALKING & CULTURAL TOUR

GASTRONOMY 
& WINES IN ALENTEJO
WALKING, GASTRONOMY & WINES

7Walking HeritageFood&Wine Nature Moderate

Walking Nature Heritage ModerateFood&WineSightseeing



This Tour will give the best of the two major 
cities of Portugal, both steeped in history, yet 
vibrant and modern at the same time. 

The tour has many highlights and includes 
walks to iconic spots, a river trip in the Douro 
River and a visit to a Port Lodge. 

8 DAYS

8 DAYS

Our tour to the S. Domingos Mine offers us a 
slice of history, a technicolour setting in a 
luxury historical hotel and a variety of 
activities from walking, ghost town 
photography, and star gazing in a light 
unpolluted environment. 

It is specially designed for lovers of good food 
and wine and amateur geologists. 

BRITISH HERITAGE 
IN ALENTEJO 
CULTURAL WALKING / GEOLOGY

LISBON & PORTO
GREAT CITIES TOUR
WALKING & CULTURAL TOUR
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Walking Nature Heritage ModerateFood&Wine

Walking HeritageFood&Wine River Cruise Moderate



We will visit some of the most important and 
historical sites connected with the Knights 
Templars.

But it will be much more than just visiting 
castles and abbeys. We will also show you the 
marvellous countryside and enjoy great food 
and wine. 

8 DAYS

8 DAYS

Portugal is a country of astonishing beauty 
and amazing contrasts. Besides its famous 
coastline the majority of its mountains and 
forests are relatively unknown and therefore 
offer huge rewards to the walker in search of 
something special. 

Dramatic crags and ravines make this region 
stunningly beautiful and a pleasure to 
explore. 

THE KNIGHTS 
TEMPLARS HERITAGE 
WALKING & CULTURAL TOUR

SERRA DA ESTRELA
WALKING TOUR NATURAL PARK
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Walking Nature Heritage Easy/LeisurlyFood&Wine

Mod./IntenseWalking Nature Sightseeing Food&Wine



Easy/Leisurly

This three-centre holiday travels up the Douro 
Valley, allowing us to explore its furthest 
regions towards the Spanish frontier. 

Our journey takes us on one of the world’s 
most spectacular railway lines, as we follow 
the great Douro River from its estuary, where 
the ancient city of Porto is situated, through 
the famous Port wine vineyards and into the 
upper reaches of Portugal, where the river 
forms the border with Spain. 

15 DAYS

The Serra’s landscapes of pine forests, lakes 
and glacial valleys all enjoy clean, crisp, 
mountain air. 

The Natural Park is also the source of the 
Mondego, Zêzere and Alva rivers. 

Dramatic crags and ravines make this region 
stunningly beautiful and a pleasure to 
explore. 

8 DAYS

CENTRAL PORTUGAL 
& SERRA DA ESTRELA 
WALKING & CULTURAL TOUR

MAGICAL DOURO
WALKING & CULTURAL TOUR

10 Walking Nature

Mod./IntenseWalking Nature Sightseeing Food&Wine

SightseeingHeritageFood&Wine



Walking Nature SightseeingHeritageFood&Wine

One of the world’s oldest demarcated wine 
regions (since 1756), the Douro Valley 
showcases steep terrace vineyards carved into 
mountains, granite bluffs, whitewashed 
estates, and 18th-century wine cellars. 

Come for the ports and wines, winding scenic 
roads, postcard-pretty villages and excellent 
regional restaurants! 

This two-centre holiday offers easy walking 
while travels up the Douro Valley. 

8 DAYS

Pilgrims have followed for centuries a 
number of routes to Santiago de Compostela. 

The Portuguese Atlantic Way, while not the 
best known, is renowned for its beauty and 
tranquility and offers great walkings. 

It is a stunning, easy to moderate, alternative 
route to Santiago de Compostela. 

8 DAYS

THE DOURO VALLEY 
WALKING & CULTURAL TOUR

SANTIAGO'S WAY 
BY THE COAST
WALKING & CULTURAL TOUR
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Moderate

Walking Nature Heritage ModerateFood&WineSightseeing



This tour features three of the most beautiful 
and remote rivers of Northern Portugal - the 
Tamega, the Paiva and the Vouga. 

They flow through wild and hidden 
landscapes and extremely ancient areas, both 
in historic and geological terms. 

Our tour will include walks in the world 
prized Passadiços do Paiva. 

8 DAYS

8 DAYS

The Portuguese Way to Santiago is a classic 
route that combines personal challenge, 
interest in history, art and nature. 

The tour takes us through stunning 
landscapes, hidden isolated villages and 
spectacular medieval towns. The Portuguese 
Way is 240km, we will be cherry picking the 
best sections for your enjoyment.

PORTUGUESE WAY 
TO SANTIAGO 
WALKING & CULTURAL TOUR

THE HIDDEN RIVERS 
OF NORTH PORTUGAL
WALKING & CULTURAL TOUR
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Walking Nature SightseeingHeritageFood&Wine Moderate

Mod./IntenseWalking Nature Sightseeing Food&Wine



A gastronomy & wine tour in the very heart of 
Portugal based on the two great rivers that 
flow through the region the Rivers Lima & 
Minho.

A lush verdant area producing the best of the 
vinhos verdes (green wines) including the 
increasingly rare Vinho Verde rose & red, 
along with great food and ancient culture.

8 DAYS

THE GREAT RIVERS 
OF VINHO VERDE
WALKING, GASTRONOMY & WINES

Based in the stunning Costa Verde (Emerald 
Coast), famous for its mountains, lush green 
countryside, beautiful beaches and "Vinho 
Verde", this is a captivating and unforgettable 
destination. 

Our walks will take in some of the finest coast 
lines of Portugal, meander through classic 
Minho villages and lush pastoral valleys. 

8 DAYS

PORTUGAL’S 
COSTA VERDE 
WALKING & CULTURAL TOUR
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Walking Nature SightseeingHeritageFood&Wine Moderate

Walking HeritageFood&Wine Nature Easy/LeisurlySightseeing



A showcase of great landscapes, the Peneda-
Gerês National Park is an exquisite 
environment of outstanding beauty. 

This national park contains some of the most 
beautiful and varied scenery found in the 
whole of the country . 

Our two-centre holiday is designed so that 
you visit the most spectacular and interesting 
parts of these mountains. 

8 DAYS

In northern Portugal perhaps the most 
magnificent of all the mountain ranges is the 
Serra do Gerês. 

It comprises half of Portugal’s biggest Natural 
Reserve and varies from lush lowland lakes 
and rivers to dramatic high mountain granite 
ridges separating Portugal from Spain. 

8 DAYS

GERÊS NATURAL BEAUTY
WALKING TOUR NATURAL PARK

HIDDEN WILDERNESS
WALKING TOUR NATURAL PARK
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Mod./IntenseWalking Nature Sightseeing Food&Wine

Mod./IntenseWalking Nature Sightseeing Food&Wine



This is a birding tour based in the Ria 
Formosa Natural Park (RFNP) and is designed 
to help you see as much of the avifauna and 
flora as possible. 

We’ll also take you to several wetland areas 
west of the RFNP, Ludo and Quinta do Lago, 
and to East Castro Marim Natural Reserve.

5 DAYS

BIRDWATCHING 
IN ALGARVE
BIRDWATCHING TOUR

Madeira Island has a wealth of walking to 
offer in its more remote parts, as well as the 
exceptional walks accessible from the island’s 
capital Funchal. 

Amongst other walks we are able to explore 
the less well-known levadas, the narrow 
irrigation channels which take water from the 
northern hills to the southern terraces.

8 & 15 DAYS

MADEIRA, 
THE ATLANTIC EMERALD 
WALKING & CULTURAL TOUR
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SightseeingWalking Nature Food&Wine Moderate

NASightseeing Food&WineBirdwatching Boat tour



This Train, Tram & Funicular holiday will take 
us on some of the most scenic rail routes in 
Portugal. 

Along our tour we will enjoy stunning 
landscapes, and have the opportunity to visit 
lovely towns and villages, rail museums and 
beautifuly tiled train stations.

15 DAYS

This is an 8 days birdwatching tour in the 
Algarve and Alentejo with excursions in 
search of southern Portugal’s resident and 
migrant birds. 

This tour has been specifically chosen to give 
you the chance of enjoying the very best of 
the bird life in the South of Portugal.

8 DAYS

BIRDWATCHING 
ALGARVE & ALENTEJO
BIRDWATCHING TOUR

TRAIN TOUR PORTUGAL
CULTURAL TRAIN TOUR
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NASightseeing Food&WineBirdwatching Boat tour

Train Tour Heritage Food&WineSightseeing NA



This holiday will take us on some of the most 
scenic rail routes in the North of Portugal. 

We’ll start the tour with a train ride alongside 
the Rio Douro, one of the great unsung 
experiences of a visit to Portugal. The scenery 
is breathtaking, and many say it is one of the 
greatest railway rail journeys of the world. 

8 DAYS

TRAIN TOUR
NORTH OF PORTUGAL 
CULTURAL TRAIN TOUR

This holiday will take us on some of the most 
scenic rail routes in the south of Portugal. 

We will enjoy stunning landscapes, have the 
opportunity to visit lovely towns and villages 
and stop in strategic places to admire historic 
rolling stock as well as gorgeously decorated 
train stations.

8 DAYS

TRAIN TOUR 
SOUTH OF PORTUGAL 
CULTURAL TRAIN TOUR

17Train Tour Heritage Food&WineSightseeing NA

Train Tour Heritage Food&WineSightseeing NA



The diverse Algarve landscape is a 
playground for adventurers. 

You’ll have the time of your life with your 
kids with this mix set of fun activities, but also 
time to relax and explore the lovely town of 
Tavira and the famous beaches of the region! 

8 DAYS

This week of healing activities is designed to 
explore methods and processes to achieve a 
more balanced life. 

We’ll use energetic practices, purification, 
arts and writing, in an idyllic and very tranquil 
setting, perfect for a relaxed body and mind.

8 DAYS

HOLISTIC MEDITATION
HOLIDAYS
WELLNESS TOUR

FAMILY ADVENTURE
IN TAVIRA
FAMILY TOUR
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SightseeingWellness Nature NA

NANature Boat tour & Other Act.BeachFamily



This holidays will give you the most amazing 
experience due to its incredible locations.

You will be able to enjoy not just the 
beautiful beach, connect with nature with a 
splendid view over the Ocean but also 
exercise and play your favorite game - Tennis!

8 DAYS

TENNIS HOLIDAYS 
IN ALGARVE
SPORTS & BEACH TOUR

The Peneda Gerês National Park is one of the 
greatest natural attractions in Portugal with 
rare and impressive beauty, natural 
landscapes and its great ecological value.  

This tour is dedicated to adventurous 
activities that will give us another point of 
view of this amazing wild reserve! 

8 DAYS

MULTI-ACTIVITY TOUR
IN GERÊS 
ACTIVITIES & NATURE TOUR
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SightseeingNature NAAquatic Act.

NABeachTennis Food&Wine



Drive your own adventure! 

There is no time consuming search for places 
to stay, maps or tour descriptions.

Our self-guided tours are complete, and most 
of all, perfectly thought through and 
organised.

guided
tours

self



This cycling holiday is like a banquet for your 
senses as you experience the breathtaking 
landscapes of East Algarve. 

Inland, it is possible to see few people and 
find peace. The coastal strip is where the 
ocean is tamed by the sand islands, salt pans 
and azure lagoons of the Ria Formosa Natural 
Park, where flamingos and water birds 
abound. 

8 DAYS

CYCLE EAST ALGARVE
SELF-GUIDED CYCLING TOUR

This tour is based in Tavira, arguably the 
Algarve’s most charming town in the quieter 
part of the Algarve. 

Each walk is full of colour, plants, wildlife and 
history and all are different with unique 
sights, be it along the coast, the Ria Formosa, 
or in the quaint countryside sleepy villages. 

You'll see a Portugal you've never imagined 
existed and that you'll never forget! 

8 DAYS

EAST ALGARVE - TAVIRA
SELF-GUIDED WALKING TOUR
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Walking Nature Heritage ModerateFood&WineSightseeing

Cycling Nature Sightseeing ModerateFood&Wine



This tour is based in Carvoeiro, a picturesque 
Portuguese resort town that is set amidst a 
stunning coastline, and makes for a fantastic 
holiday destination. 

Carvoeiro has so much to offer, including 
pristine beaches, a traditional Portuguese 
ambience and an extensive selection of 
restaurants and bars.

8 DAYS

The programmed walks are designed to offer 
a good mix of coastal and inland scenery, so 
that you too can discover the huge 
welcoming heart of the Algarve. 

This tour is based in Lagos. It was from its 
wide bay that Gil Eanes set off, the first to 
round Cape Bojador; here, privateers like Sir 
Francis Drake hid, and galleons full of gold 
and precious stones from the Americas or 
spices from the India put into port. 

8 DAYS

WEST ALGARVE - LAGOS
SELF-GUIDED WALKING TOUR

WEST ALGARVE 
CARVOEIRO
SELF-GUIDED WALKING TOUR
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Walking Nature Heritage ModerateFood&WineSightseeing

Walking Nature Heritage ModerateFood&WineSightseeing



Porto, situated on the Douro River, is the 
capital of the north and the second largest 
city in Portugal. It is now a World Heritage 
Site and has been the centre of the Port wine 
trade for centuries.

You will have time to explore this intriguing 
city, where historic buildings and magnificent 
churches rub shoulders with picturesque old 
quarters. On other days we visit nearby cities 
as well as part of the coast south of Porto.

8 DAYS

PORTO
SELF-GUIDED WALKING TOUR

The West Algarve has spectacular cliffs and 
maritime scenery, and its varied geology 
produced a rich range of landscapes, from 
volcanic hills to dramatic escarpments. 

This diversity is complemented by the local 
flora and fauna that flourishes in its mild 
sunny winters and long hot summers. All this, 
combined, makes walking here fascinating.  

8 DAYS

WEST ALGARVE 
PORTIMÃO
SELF-GUIDED WALKING TOUR
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Walking Nature Heritage ModerateFood&WineSightseeing

Walking NatureHeritage ModerateFood&Wine



Your tour leader is FOC in groups of 15 or more paying clients. In this case our local leader will be responsible for:

Ÿ Liaising with the group's leader;

Ÿ Advising on options available within the program;

Ÿ Arranging all contracted dinners, events and venues as specified in the program;

Ÿ Arranging day to day transport as specified in the program;

Ÿ Providing reasonable assistance to your leader within the specifications of the program;

Ÿ Liaising with all local suppliers according to the program.

2- If the group comes without a leader of their own then our local leader will be the primary leader assuming all 
responsibility for the operation of the tour. In this case our local leader will be responsible for:

Ÿ Accompanying the group and act as the group leader in all their contracted activities;

Ÿ Arranging all transfers to and from airport;

Ÿ Arranging for all clients to be met and welcomed on arrival at the airport;

Ÿ Arranging day to day transport as specified in the program;

Ÿ Arranging all contracted dinners, events and venues as specified in the program;

Ÿ Advising and helping clients with their dietary requirements;

Ÿ Liaising with all local suppliers according to the program.

Ÿ Supplying daily briefings to the clients

Ÿ Providing all the support needed by the clients

Ÿ Be responsible for health and safety according to the program

Ÿ Arranging all the logistics of clients departures.

Our company provides a local leader as part of the service. Great leaders make great tours - and naturally, we're especially 
proud of our enthusiastic, professional, approachable, fun and easy-going team!

Your group will be led by seasoned leaders, versed in the lore of this wonderful and ancient country. They never lose sight 
of the fact that they're there to ensure everyone has a good time enjoying the best possible holiday experience, and that 
each tour is a safe and fun experience for all. All our local leaders are fully qualified and licensed to operate in the area 
and they have full first aid certification.

We run these tours with two options:

1- If you send your own leader then he/she will be the primary leader assuming all responsibility for the operation. 

Our Guided Tours include (except when outlined)

Airport - Hotel transfers on first and last day;

All land travel as per tour program;

All guided tours;

Dedicated driver and guide;

B&B Accommodation in a double room;

Dinners in local restaurants with drinks included. 
We are always able to cater for vegetarian or other special 
diets. Lunches can be bought from local shops.

Excluded form  our Guided Tours:

Any services not listed as included in the tour program;

Flights to and from Portugal;

Meals, tips/gratuities, baggage or personal insurance (except 
when outlined);

Admission fees to castles & attractions or events (except 
when outlined);

Personal expenses and Supplements;

Guide services inside monuments.
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LEGENDAVENTURA, LDA
www.legendatours.com
e: info@legendatours.com
t: 00351 308 810 558

Rua Emissor Regional do Sul, 
Bloco D, Loja 3
8000-338 Faro, Portugal
VAT: PT510433596 / RNAVT: 3942
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